LECTURE 5.5
USING JOB SEARCH TOOLS
NOTE TO PRIYA:
RECORD LECTURE &
TURN ON CLOSED
CAPTIONING
LECTURE 5.5
USING JOB SEARCH TOOLS
Career Discovery Class: WQ21

**Course Description:** This will be a career exploration seminar for juniors, seniors and transfer students (max: 30 students) in the MCS major with weekly guest speakers. This will entail weekly conversations with a wide variety of marine science professionals.
SELF-AWARENESS

What are your ...

INTERESTS

VALUES

SKILLS

PERSONALITY
OCCUPATIONAL AWARENESS

What kind of jobs appeal to you?
OCCUPATIONAL AWARENESS

GOOGLE

“Jobs for Marine Science Majors”

WHAT DO YOU FIND?
Let’s Find A Dream Job!

Underwater Videographer
Go to ...
ucdavis.joinhandshake.com
Marine Conservation Jobs

This marine conservation jobs list and events calendar is powered by the Global Marine Community and SEVENSEAS Media. To contribute a job opportunity, [login and submit a posting](https://sevenseasmedia.org/marine-conservation-jobs/). To look through open opportunities choose “Find a Job” from the drop-down above. For all other contributions email community@sevenseasmedia.org.

Seven Seas Media
https://sevenseasmedia.org/marine-conservation-jobs/

Schmidt Ocean
https://jobs.schmidtmarine.org/
PICK A COMPANY

https://scripps.ucsd.edu/portal/jobs
INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW

FIND SOMEONE AT THAT COMPANY THAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO REACH OUT TO FOR AN INFORMATIONAL INTERVIEW!

Jane Lubchenco, Science Envoy for the Ocean
PICK A POSITION

“Field Technician”
COVER LETTER

BEGINNING PARAGRAPH

Why are you a good fit for this position?
What are 1-3 of your experiences/projects that show your job specific skills and qualifications?
NEXT WEEK

APPLYING TO GRANTS / FELLOWSHIPS
BEFORE CLASS NEXT WEEK

Complete Assignment 5

Cover Letter Components

Survey re: Winter Quarter Class!